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We measure the B0 lifetime tB0 and the B0-B¯ 0 oscillation frequency Dmd with a sample of approximately
14000 exclusively reconstructed B0→D*2,1n, signal events, selected from 23 million BB¯ pairs recorded at
the Y(4S) resonance with the BABAR detector at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center. The decay position
of the other B is determined with the remaining tracks in the event, and its b-quark flavor at the time of decay
is determined with a tagging algorithm that exploits the correlation between the flavor of the b quark and the
charges of its decay products. The lifetime and oscillation frequencies are measured simultaneously with an
unbinned maximum-likelihood fit that uses, for each event, the measured difference in decay times of the two
B mesons (Dt), the calculated uncertainty on Dt , the signal and background probabilities, and b-quark tagging
information for the other B. The results are tB05(1.52320.02310.02460.022) ps and Dmd5(0.49260.018
60.013) ps21. The statistical correlation coefficient between tB0 and Dmd is 20.22.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.67.072002 PACS number~s!: 13.25.Hw, 11.30.Er, 12.15.Hh, 14.40.NdI. INTRODUCTION AND ANALYSIS OVERVIEW
The time evolution of B0 mesons is governed by the over-
all decay rate 1/tB0 and the B0-B¯ 0 oscillation frequency
Dmd . The phenomenon of particle-antiparticle oscillations
or ‘‘mixing’’ has been observed in neutral mesons containing
a down quark and either a strange quark ~K mesons! @1# or a
*Also with Universita` di Perugia, Perugia, Italy.
†Also with Universita` della Basilicata, Potenza, Italy.07200bottom quark ~B mesons! @2#. In the standard model of par-
ticle physics, mixing is the result of second-order charged
weak interactions involving box diagrams containing virtual
quarks with charge 2/3. In B mixing, the diagrams containing
the top quark dominate due to the large mass of the top
quark. Therefore, the mixing frequency is sensitive to the
Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa quark-mixing matrix element
Vtd @3#. In the neutral K meson system, mixing also has
contributions from real intermediate states accessible to both
a K0 and a K¯ 0 meson. Real intermediate states lead to a
difference in the decay rate for the two mass eigenstates of2-3
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difference is expected to be of O(1022 – 1023) times smaller
@4# than the average decay rate and the mixing frequency,
and is ignored in this analysis.
We present a simultaneous measurement of the B0 life-
time and oscillation frequency based on a sample of approxi-
mately 14000 exclusively reconstructed B0→D*2,1n, de-
cays @5# selected from a sample of 23 million BB¯ events
recorded at the Y(4S) resonance with the BABAR detector
@6# at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center in 1999–2000.
In this experiment, 9-GeV electrons and 3.1-GeV positrons,
circulating in the SLAC e1e2 storage ring PEP-II @7#, anni-
hilate to produce BB¯ pairs moving along the e2 beam direc-
tion ~z axis! with a Lorentz boost of bg50.55, allowing a
measurement of the proper time difference between the two
B decays, Dt .
The decay-time difference Dt between two neutral B me-
sons produced in a coherent P-wave state in an Y(4S) event
is governed by the probabilities of observing an unmixed
event,
P~B0B¯ 0→B0B¯ 0!}e2uDtu/tB0~11cos DmdDt !, ~1!
or a mixed event,
P~B0B¯ 0→B0B0 or B¯ 0B¯ 0!}e2uDtu/tB0~12cos DmdDt !.
~2!
Therefore, if we measure Dt and identify the b-quark flavor
of both B mesons at their time of decay, we can extract tB0
and Dmd . In this analysis, one B is reconstructed in the
mode B0→D*2,1n, , which has a measured branching
fraction of (4.6060.21)% @8#. Although the neutrino cannot
be detected, the requirement of a reconstructed D*2
→D¯ 0p2 decay and a high-momentum lepton satisfying ki-
nematic constraints consistent with the decay B0
→D*2,1n, allows the isolation of a signal sample with
~65–89!% purity, depending on the D0 decay mode and
whether the lepton candidate is an electron or a muon. The
charges of the final-state particles identify the meson as a B0
or a B¯ 0. The remaining charged particles in the event, which
originate from the other B ~referred to as B tag), are used to
identify, or ‘‘tag,’’ its flavor as a B0 or a B¯ 0. The time dif-
ference Dt5tD*,2t tag’Dz/bgc is determined from the
separation Dz of the decay vertices for the D*2,1 candidate
and the tagging B along the boost direction. The average
separation is about 250 mm.
The oscillation frequency and the average lifetime of the
neutral B meson are determined simultaneously with an un-
binned maximum-likelihood fit to the measured Dt distribu-
tions of events that are classified as mixed and unmixed. This
is in contrast to most published measurements @8,9# in which
only tB0 is measured, or Dmd is measured with tB0 fixed to
the world average. There are several reasons to measure the
lifetime and oscillation frequency simultaneously. The statis-
tical precision of this measurement for both tB0 and Dmd is
comparable to the uncertainty on the world average; hence, it
is appropriate to measure both quantities rather than fixing07200the lifetime to the world average. Since mixed and unmixed
events have different Dt distributions, the separation of
mixed and unmixed events gives greater sensitivity to the Dt
resolution function; as a result, the statistical uncertainty of
tB0 is improved by approximately 15% @10#. Also, since
B1B2 events do not mix, we can use the Dt distributions for
mixed and unmixed events to help discriminate between
B0B¯ 0 signal events and B1B2 background events in the life-
time and mixing measurement.
There are three main experimental complications that af-
fect the Dt distributions given in Eqs. ~1! and ~2!. First, the
tagging algorithm, which classifies events into categories c
depending on the source of the available tagging informa-
tion, incorrectly identifies the flavor of B tag with a probability
vc with a consequent reduction of the observed amplitude
for the mixing oscillation by a factor (122vc). Second, the
resolution for Dt is comparable to the lifetime and must be
well understood. The probability density functions ~PDF’s!
for the unmixed ~1! and mixed ~2! signal events can be
expressed as the convolution of the underlying Dt true distri-
bution for tagging category c,
e2uDt trueu/tB0
4tB0
@16~122vc!cos DmdDt true# , ~3!
with a resolution function that depends on a set of param-
eters determined from the data. A final complication is that
the sample of selected B0→D*2,1n, candidates includes
several types of background for which the Dt distributions
must be determined.
To characterize the backgrounds, we select control
samples of events enhanced in each type of background and
determine the signal and the background probabilities for
each event in the signal samples and the background control
samples as described in Sec. IV. The measurement of Dz and
the determination of Dt and the uncertainty on Dt (sDt) for
each event is discussed in Sec. V. The b-quark tagging algo-
rithm is described in Sec. VI. In Sec. VII, we describe the
unbinned maximum-likelihood fit. The physics model and Dt
resolution function used to describe the measured Dt distri-
bution for the signal are given in Sec. VIII. A combination of
Monte Carlo simulation and data samples are used to deter-
mine the parameterization of the PDF’s to describe the Dt
distribution for each type of background, as described in Sec.
IX. The likelihood is maximized in a simultaneous fit to the
signal and background control samples to extract the B0 life-
time tB0, the mixing frequency Dmd , the mistag probabili-
ties vc , the signal Dt resolution parameters qW c , the back-
ground Dt model parameters, and the fraction of B1
→D*2,1n,X decays in the signal sample. The results of
the fit are given in Sec. X. Cross-checks are described in Sec.
XI and systematic uncertainties are summarized in Sec. XII.
II. THE BABAR DETECTOR
The BABAR detector is described in detail elsewhere @6#.
The momenta of charged particles are measured with a com-
bination of a five-layer silicon vertex tracker ~SVT! and a
40-layer drift chamber ~DCH! in a 1.5-T solenoidal magnetic2-4
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~DIRC! is used for charged particle identification. Kaons are
identified with a neural network based on the likelihood ra-
tios calculated from dE/dx measurements in the SVT and
DCH, and from the observed pattern of Cherenkov light in
the DIRC. A finely segmented CsI~Tl! electromagnetic calo-
rimeter ~EMC! is used to detect photons and neutral hadrons,
and to identify electrons. Electron candidates are required to
have a ratio of EMC energy to track momentum, an EMC
cluster shape, DCH dE/dx , and DIRC Cherenkov angle all
consistent with the electron hypothesis. The instrumented
flux return ~IFR! contains resistive plate chambers for muon
and long-lived neutral hadron identification. Muon candi-
dates are required to have IFR hits located along the extrapo-
lated DCH track, an IFR penetration length, and an energy
deposit in the EMC consistent with the muon hypothesis.
III. DATA SAMPLES
The data used in this analysis were recorded with the
BABAR detector at the PEP-II storage ring in the period
October 1999 to December 2000. The total integrated lumi-
nosity of the data set is 20.6 fb21 collected at the Y(4S)
resonance and 2.6 fb21 collected about 40 MeV below the
Y(4S) ~off-resonance data!. The corresponding number of
produced BB¯ pairs is 23 million.
Samples of Monte Carlo simulated BB¯ and cc¯ events,
generated with a GEANT3 @11# detector simulation, are ana-
lyzed through the same analysis chain as the data to check
for biases in the extracted physics parameters and are also
used to develop models for describing physics and detector
resolution effects. However, the values of the parameters
used in these models are determined with data. The equiva-
lent luminosity of this simulated sample is approximately
equal to that of the data for BB¯ events and about half that of
data for cc¯ events. In addition, we generate signal Monte
Carlo samples in which one neutral B meson in every event
decays to D*2,1n, , with D*2→D¯ 0p2, and the other neu-
tral B meson decays to any final state @12#. The D0 then
decays to one of the four final states reconstructed in this
analysis ~described in the next section!. The equivalent lumi-
nosity of the simulated signal samples is between 2 and 8
times that of the data, depending on the D0 decay mode.
IV. EVENT SELECTION AND CHARACTERIZATION
We select events containing a fully reconstructed D*2
and an identified oppositely charged electron or muon. This
D*2,1 pair is then required to pass kinematic cuts that en-
hance the contribution of semileptonic B0→D*2,1n, de-
cays. In addition to the signal sample, we select several con-
trol samples that are used to characterize the main sources of
background.
We define the following classification of the sources of
signal and background that we expect to contribute to this
sample. The nomenclature shown in italics will be used
throughout this paper to define signal and all possible types
of background. Events are classified according to the D*207200candidate reconstruction status and the source of the lepton
candidate.
~1! Events with a correctly reconstructed D*2 candidate.
~a! Events that originate from BB¯ events.
~i! Events with a correctly identified lepton candidate.
~A! Signal—B0→D*2,1n, ~X! decays, where the
D*2 and lepton originate from a common
point. ~X! indicates the possibility of one or
more pions or photons from the direct decay of
the parent B or from the decay of short-lived
intermediate resonances ~radially and orbitally
excited D states!.
~B! Uncorrelated-lepton background—events in
which the lepton does not come from the pri-
mary B decay that produced the D*2: (B
→D*2X , other B→,1Y ) or (B→D*2X ,X
→,1Y ).
~C! Charged B background—B1→D*2,1n,X .
~ii! Fake-lepton background—events with a misiden-
tified lepton candidate.
~b! Continuum background—cc¯→D*2X .
~2! Combinatorial-D* background—events with a misre-
constructed D*2 candidate.
A. Lepton candidates
Lepton candidates are defined as tracks with momentum
greater than 1.2 GeV/c in the Y(4S) rest frame. For the
D*2e1 samples, the electron candidate passes selection cri-
teria with a corresponding electron identification efficiency
of about 90% and hadron misidentification less than 0.2%.
For the D*2m1 samples, the muon candidate passes selec-
tion criteria with a corresponding muon identification effi-
ciency of about 70% and hadron misidentification between
2% and 3%. The particle identification criteria in BABAR
are described in detail elsewhere @13#. A sample enriched in
fake-lepton background is also selected, where D*2,1 can-
didates are accepted if the lepton fails both electron and
muon selection criteria looser than those required for lepton
candidates. This sample is used to determine the fraction and
Dt distribution of the fake-lepton background.
B. D*À candidates
D*2 candidates are selected in the decay mode D*2
→D¯ 0p2. The D¯ 0 candidate is reconstructed in the modes
K1p2, K1p2p1p2, K1p2p0 and Ks
0p1p2 The daugh-
ters of the D¯ 0 decay are selected according to the following
definitions. p0 candidates are reconstructed from two pho-
tons with energy greater than 30 MeV each, and an invariant
mass between 119.2 and 150.0 MeV/c2 and a total energy
greater then 200 MeV. The mass of the photon pair is con-
strained to the p0 mass and the photon pair is kept as a p0
candidate if the x2 probability of the fit is greater than 1%.
Ks
0 candidates are reconstructed from a pair of charged par-
ticles with invariant mass within 15 MeV/c2 of the Ks0 mass.
The pair of tracks is retained as a Ks
0 candidate if the x22-5
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greater than 1%. Charged kaon candidates satisfy loose kaon
criteria @13# for the K1p2 mode and tighter criteria for the
K1p2p1p2 and K1p2p0 modes. For the K1p2p0 and
Ks
0p1p2 modes, a likelihood is calculated as the square of
the decay amplitude in the Dalitz plot for the three-body
candidate, based on measured amplitudes and phases @14#.
The candidate is retained if the likelihood is greater than
10% of its maximum value across the Dalitz plot. This cri-
terion rejects about 95% ~97%! of uniform background and
has a signal efficiency of about 62% ~48%! for the K1p2p0
(Ks0p1p2) mode if the real signal is described by the results
in Ref. @14#.
D¯ 0 candidates in the K1p2, K1p2p1p2, and
Ks
0p1p2 modes (K1p2p0 mode! are selected if they have
an invariant mass within 17 MeV/c2 (34 MeV/c2) of the D0
mass. The invariant mass of the daughters is constrained to
the D0 mass and the tracks are constrained to a common
vertex in a simultaneous fit. The D¯ 0 candidate is retained if
the x2 probability of the fit is greater than 0.1%.
The low-momentum pion candidates for the D*2
→D¯ 0p2 decay are selected with total momentum less than
450 MeV/c in the Y(4S) rest frame and momentum trans-
verse to the beamline greater than 50 MeV/c . The momen-
tum of the D*2 candidate in the Y(4S) rest frame is re-
quired to be between 0.5 and 2.5 GeV/c . The requirements
on the momenta of the low-momentum pion and D*2 can-
didates retain essentially all signal events and reject higher
momentum D*2 from continuum events.
D*2 candidates are retained if m(D*)2m(D0) is less
than 165 MeV/c2, where m(D*) is the candidate D¯ 0p2
mass calculated with the candidate D¯ 0 mass constrained to
the true D0 mass, m(D0). Note that the m(D*)2m(D0)
distribution has a kinematic threshold at the mass of the p2,
and a peak at 145.5 MeV/c2 with a resolution of 1 MeV/c2
or better. We have retained the sideband of the m(D*)
2m(D0) distribution for studies of combinatorial-D* back-
ground.
C. D*Àł¿ candidates
D*2,1 candidates are rejected if ucos uthrust* u>0.85,
where u thrust* is the angle between the thrust axis of the
D*2,1 candidate and the thrust axis of the remaining
charged and neutral particles in the event. The distribution of
ucos uthrust* u is peaked at 1 for jetlike continuum events and is
flat for more spherical BB¯ events.
D*2,1 candidates are retained if the following criteria
are met: the x2 probability of the fit of the lepton, p2, and
D¯ 0 candidates to a common vertex is greater than 1%; the
decay point of B tag is determined from at least two tracks; the
fit that determines the distance Dz between the two B decays
along the beamline converges; the time between decays (Dt)
calculated from Dz is less than 18 ps; and the calculated
error on Dt (sDt) is less than 1.8 ps. See Sec. V for details
on the determination of the decay point of B tag and the cal-
culation of Dt and sDt .07200We define two angular quantities for each D*2,1 candi-
date to classify them into a sample enriched in B0
→D*2,1n, signal events, and a sample enriched in
uncorrelated-lepton background events. The first angle is
uD*,, , the angle between the D*
2 and lepton candidate in
the Y(4S) rest frame. The second is uB ,D*, , the inferred
angle between the direction of the B0 and the vector sum of
the D*2 and lepton candidate momenta, calculated in the
Y(4S) rest frame. Since we do not know the direction of the
B0, we calculate the cosine of uB ,D*, from the following
equation, in which we assume that the only B decay particle
missed in the reconstruction is a massless neutrino:
cos uB ,D*,[
2~mB0
2
1mD*,
2
22EBED*,!
2upW BuupW D*,u
. ~4!
All quantities in Eq. ~4! are defined in the Y(4S) rest frame.
The energy and the magnitude of the momentum of the B are
calculated from the e1e2 center-of-mass energy and the B0
mass. For true B0→D*2,1n, events, cos uB,D*, lies in the
physical region @21, 11#, except for detector resolution ef-
fects. Backgrounds lie inside and outside the range @21,
11#. We also calculate the same angle with the lepton mo-
mentum direction reflected through the origin in the Y(4S)
rest frame: uB ,D*(2,) . This angle is used to select samples
enriched in uncorrelated-lepton background.
A sample enhanced in B0→D*2,1n, signal events
~called the opposite-side sample! is composed of D*2,1
candidates with cos uD*,,0 and ucos uB,D*,u,1.1. Samples
are defined for lepton candidates that satisfy the criteria for
an electron, a muon and a fake lepton. The first two samples
are the signal samples, and the latter is the fake-lepton con-
trol sample.
An additional background control sample, representative
of the uncorrelated-lepton background and called the same-
side sample, is composed of D*2,1 candidates satisfying
cos uD*,>0 and ucos uB,D*(2,)u,1.1. We use cos uB,D*(2,)
rather than cos uB,D*, because, in Monte Carlo simulation,
the distribution of cos uB,D*(2,) in this control sample is simi-
lar to the distribution of cos uB,D*, for uncorrelated-lepton
background in the signal sample, whereas the distribution of
cos uB,D*, in the background control sample is systematically
different.
D. Signal and background subsamples
Approximately 68000 candidates pass the above selection
criteria. These candidates are distributed over two signal
samples and ten background control samples defined by the
following characteristics:
~1! whether the data were recorded on or off the Y(4S)
resonance ~two choices!;
~2! whether the candidate lepton is same side or opposite
side to the D*2 candidate ~two choices!;
~3! whether the lepton candidate passes the criteria for an
electron, a muon, or a fake lepton ~three choices!.
The signal samples are the electron and muon samples in the
opposite-side, on-resonance data.2-6
SIMULTANEOUS MEASUREMENT OF THE B0 MESON . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 67, 072002 ~2003!FIG. 1. m(D*)2m(D0) distribution for events passing all selection criteria for B0→D*2,1n, , with ~a! an electron or ~b! a muon
candidate. The points correspond to the data. The curve is the result of a simultaneous unbinned maximum likelihood fit to this sample of
events and a number of background control samples. The shaded distributions correspond to the four types of background ~BG! described in
the text. The charged B background is not shown separately.The combinatorial-D* background can be distinguished
from events with a real D*2 in a plot of the mass difference
m(D*)2m(D0). The m(D*)2m(D0) distributions for the
samples of signal events ~opposite-side D*2e1 and D*2m1
candidates in on-resonance data! are shown as data points in
Fig. 1 for ~a! electron candidates and ~b! muon candidates.
The contributions of the three types of background that con-
tain a real D*2 ~continuum, uncorrelated lepton, and fake
lepton, together called the peaking background!, except for
the charged B background, are also shown in the plots. The
m(D*)2m(D0) distributions for five background control
samples used for determining the background levels in the
signal sample are shown as data points in Fig. 2: opposite-
side ~a! D*2e1 and ~b! D*2m1 candidates in off-resonance
data; same-side ~c! D*2e1 and ~d! D*2m1 candidates in
on-resonance data; ~e! opposite-side D*2-fake-lepton candi-
dates in on-resonance data. The remaining five background
control samples are useful for determining the background
levels in the first five control samples.
Each of the 12 samples described above is further divided
into 30 subsamples according to the following characteristics
that affect the m(D*)2m(D0) or Dt distributions.
~1! The p2 from the D*2 decay reconstructed in the SVT
only, or in the SVT and DCH ~two choices!: The m(D*)
2m(D0) resolution is worse when the p2 is reconstructed
only in the SVT.
~2! The D¯ 0 candidate reconstructed in the mode K1p2 or
K1p2p0 or (K1p2p1p2 or Ks0p1p2) ~three choices!:
The level of contamination from combinatorial-D* back-
ground and the m(D*)2m(D0) resolution depend on the D¯ 0
decay mode.
~3! The b-tagging information used for the other B ~five
choices; see Sec. VI!: The level of contamination from each
type of background and the Dt resolution parameters depend
on the tagging information.
This allows subdivision into 360 samples. In the unbinned
maximum likelihood fits to the m(D*)2m(D0) and
(Dt ,sDt) distributions, individual fit parameters are shared
among different sets of subsamples based on physics moti-
vation and observations from the data.07200We fit the m(D*)2m(D0) distributions to determine sig-
nal and background probabilities for each of the 360 sub-
samples. The peak due to real D*2 candidates is modeled by
FIG. 2. m(D*)2m(D0) distribution for events passing all se-
lection criteria in background control samples: opposite-side ~a!
D*2e1 and ~b! D*2m1 candidates in off-resonance data; same-
side ~c! D*2e1 and ~d! D*2m1 candidates in on-resonance data;
~e! opposite-side D*2-fake-lepton candidates in on-resonance data.
The points correspond to the data. The curve is the result of a
simultaneous unbinned maximum likelihood fit to this sample of
events, the signal sample, and a number of other background con-
trol samples. The shaded distributions correspond to the four types
of background described in the text. The charged B background is
not shown separately.2-7
AUBERT et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 67, 072002 ~2003!TABLE I. Peak yields and the fraction of them that are due to continuum, fake-lepton, and uncorrelated-
lepton events. Also shown is the combinatorial-D* fraction of total events in a m(D*)2m(D0) signal
window for the signal and background control samples in on-resonance data. Peak yields include the peaking
backgrounds. The signal window for combinatorial-D* background fractions is defined as
(143– 148) MeV/c2. e, m, and fake indicate the type of lepton candidate: electron, muon or fake lepton.
Category Peak yield f cont(%) f fake(%) f uncor(%) f comb(%)
Opposite side
e 7008691 1.560.4 0.16860.004 3.160.4 17.960.2
m 6569688 2.360.6 2.6760.07 2.960.5 18.460.3
Fake 87706108 12.861.3 72.461.8 0.761.6 31.460.2
Same side
e 306621 ,5.9a 0.5360.04 56.967.0 34.061.3
m 299620 5.163.6 8.960.6 48.968.0 34.461.3
Fake 1350645 20.464.1 74.465.4 3.667.8 42.660.6
a90% C.L.the sum of two Gaussian distributions; the mean and vari-
ance of both the Gaussian distributions, as well as the rela-
tive normalization of the two Gaussians, are free parameters
in the fit. We model the shape of the combinatorial-D* back-
ground with the function
1
N F12expS 2 dm2mp2c1 D G S dmmp2D
c2
, ~5!
where dm[m(D*)2m(D0), N is a normalization constant,
mp2 is the mass of the p2, and c1 and c2 are free param-
eters in the fit. An initial unbinned maximum likelihood fit is
performed to determine the shape parameters describing the
peak and combinatorial-D* background. Separate values of
the five parameters describing the shape of the peak are used
for the six subsamples defined by ~1! whether the p2 candi-
date is tracked in the SVT only or in both the SVT and DCH
~two choices!, and ~2! the three types of D¯ 0 decay modes.
Each of these six groups that use separate peak parameters is
further subdivided into 12 subgroups that each uses a differ-
ent set of the two combinatorial-D* shape parameters but the
same set of peak parameters. Ten of these 12 subgroups are
defined by the five tagging categories for the large signal
samples and for the fake-lepton control samples, in on-
resonance data. The other two subgroups are defined as
same-side, on-resonance samples and all off-resonance
samples.
Once the peak and combinatorial-D* shape parameters
have been determined, we fix the shape parameters and de-
termine the peak and combinatorial-D* yields in each of the
360 subsamples with an unbinned extended maximum-
likelihood fit.
The total peak yields in the signal sample and each back-
ground control sample are then used to determine the amount
of true signal and each type of peaking background in the
m(D*)2m(D0) peak of each sample as follows.
~1! Continuum background—For each subsample in on-
resonance data, the peak yield of the corresponding sub-
sample in off-resonance data is scaled by the relative inte-
grated luminosity for on- and off-resonance data, to07200determine the continuum-background yields in on-resonance
data.
~2! Fake-lepton background—Particle identification effi-
ciencies and misidentification probabilities for the electron,
muon, and fake-lepton selection criteria are measured in
separate data samples as a function of laboratory momentum,
polar angle, and azimuthal angle, for true electrons, muons,
pions, kaons, and protons. B0B¯ 0 and B1B2 Monte Carlo
simulations are used to determine the measured laboratory
momentum, polar angle, and azimuthal angle distributions
for true electrons, muons, pions, kaons and protons that pass
all selection criteria for D*2,1 candidates, except the lepton
~or fake-lepton! identification criteria. These distributions are
combined with the measured particle identification efficien-
cies and misidentification probabilities to determine the
momentum- and angle-weighted probabilities for a true lep-
ton or true hadron to pass the criteria for a lepton or a fake
lepton in each of the D*2,1 signal and background control
samples. We then use these efficiencies and misidentification
probabilities, and the observed number of electron, muon
and fake-lepton candidates in each subsample in data, after
removing the continuum background contribution, to deter-
mine the number of true leptons and fake leptons ~hadrons!
in each control sample.
~3! Uncorrelated-lepton background—The relative effi-
ciencies for signal and uncorrelated-lepton events to pass the
criteria for same-side and opposite-side samples are calcu-
lated from Monte Carlo simulation. These efficiencies and
the m(D*)2m(D0) peak yields, after removing the con-
tinuum and fake-lepton background contributions, are used
to determine the number of uncorrelated-lepton events in
each subsample.
The peak yields and continuum, fake-lepton, and
uncorrelated-lepton fractions of the peak yield, as well as the
combinatorial-D* fraction of all events in a m(D*)
2m(D0) signal window, are shown in Table I for the signal
and background control samples in on-resonance data. The
peak yields include the peaking backgrounds. The signal
window is defined as (143– 148) MeV/c2 for the calculation
of the combinatorial-D* background fractions. Table II2-8
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fractions for different divisions of the signal sample
~opposite-side lepton candidates in on-resonance data!. This
table demonstrates that the background levels vary signifi-
cantly among subgroups of the signal sample.
Finally, we use the calculated fractions and fitted shapes
of the background sources in each control sample to estimate
the probability of each candidate to be signal or each type of
background ~combinatorial D*, continuum, fake lepton, or
uncorrelated lepton! when we fit the (Dt ,sDt) distribution to
determine the lifetime and mixing parameters. We take ad-
vantage of the fact that charged and neutral B decays have
different decay-time distributions ~because the charged B
does not mix! to determine the fraction of charged B back-
ground events in the fit to (Dt ,sDt).
V. DECAY-TIME MEASUREMENT
The decay-time difference Dt between B decays is deter-
mined from the measured separation Dz[zD*,2z tag along
TABLE II. Peak yields and the combinatorial-D* background
fraction of total events in a m(D*)2m(D0) signal window for
different divisions of the signal sample ~opposite-side lepton candi-
dates in on-resonance data!. In the first block, the signal sample is
divided according to the reconstruction status of the p2 from the
D*2 decay; the second block by the D¯ 0 decay mode; and the third
block by the b-tagging information ~see Sec. VI!. The signal win-
dow for combinatorial-D* background fractions is defined as
(143– 148) MeV/c2.
Category Peak yield f comb(%)
e
SVT only 5427681 19.560.3
DCH and SVT 1581641 11.860.4
m
SVT only 5053678 20.360.3
DCH and SVT 1517641 11.160.4
e
Kp 2623653 7.060.3
Kppp and Ks
0pp 2219654 28.660.5
Kpp0 2166651 16.960.5
mm
Kp 2491652 7.460.3
Kppp and Ks
0pp 1939651 30.960.5
Kpp0 2139650 16.160.4
e
lepton 783629 8.260.6
kaon 2565655 17.960.4
NT1 630627 14.360.8
NT2 921633 20.960.7
NT3 2108651 20.760.5
m
lepton 746628 8.360.6
kaon 2393653 18.660.4
NT1 545625 15.160.8
NT2 958634 19.460.7
NT3 1928649 21.860.507200the z axis between the D*2,1 vertex position (zD*,) and
the flavor-tagging decay B tag vertex position (z tag). This
measured Dz is converted into Dt with the use of the Y(4S)
boost, determined from the beam energies @15# for each run.
Since we cannot reconstruct the direction of the B meson for
each event, we use the approximation Dt’Dz/(bgc). With-
out detector resolution effects, this approximation has a bias
that depends on the sum of the proper decay times (t11t2)
of the two B mesons and their direction in the Y(4S) rest
frame @16#. Neither of these quantities can be measured be-
cause the Y(4S) production point is not known and the mo-
mentum of the B is not fully reconstructed due to a missing
neutrino. After integrating over t11t2 and the B meson di-
rection, the mean and rms of the bias are 0 and 0.2 ps, re-
spectively.
The momentum and position vectors of the D¯ 0, p2, and
lepton candidates, and the average position of the e1e2 in-
teraction point ~called the beam spot! in the plane transverse
to the beam are used in a constrained fit to determine the
position of the D*2,1 vertex. The beam-spot constraint is
about 100 mm in the horizontal direction and 30 mm in the
vertical direction, corresponding to the rms size of the beam
in the horizontal direction and the approximate transverse
flight path of the B in the vertical direction. The beam-spot
constraint improves the resolution on zD*, by about 20% in
Monte Carlo simulation; the rms spread on the difference
between the measured and true position of the D*2,1 ver-
tex is about 70 mm ~0.4 ps!.
We determine the position of the B tag vertex from all
tracks in the event except the daughters of the D*2,1 can-
didate, using KS
0→p1p2 and L→pp2 candidates in place
of their daughter tracks, and excluding tracks that are con-
sistent with photon conversions. The same beam-spot con-
straint applied to the BD*, vertex is also applied to the B tag
vertex. To reduce the influence of charm decay products,
which bias the determination of the vertex position, tracks
with a large contribution to the x2 of the vertex fit are itera-
tively removed until no track has a x2 contribution greater
than 6 or only one track remains. The RMS spread on the
difference between the measured and true position of the B tag
vertex in Monte Carlo simulation is about 160 mm ~1.0 ps!.
Therefore, the Dt resolution is dominated by the z resolution
of the tag vertex position.
For each event, we calculate the uncertainty on Dz (sDz)
due to uncertainties on the track parameters from the SVT
and DCH hit resolution and multiple scattering, our knowl-
edge of the beam-spot size, and the average B flight length in
the vertical direction. The calculated uncertainty does not
account for errors in pattern recognition in tracking, errors in
associating tracks with the B vertices, the effects of misalign-
ment within and between the tracking devices, or the error on
the approximation we use to calculate Dt from Dz . The cal-
culated uncertainties will also be incorrect if our assumptions
for the amount of material in the tracking detectors or the
beam-spot size or position are inaccurate. We use parameters
in the Dt resolution model, measured with data, to account
for uncertainties and biases introduced by these effects.2-9
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All tracks in the event, except the daughter tracks of the
D*2,1 candidate, are used to determine whether the B tag
decayed as a B0 or a B¯ 0. This is called flavor tagging. We
use five different types of flavor tag, or tagging categories, in
this analysis. The first two tagging categories rely on the
presence of a prompt lepton, or one or more charged kaons,
in the event. The other three categories exploit a variety of
inputs with a neural-network algorithm. The tagging algo-
rithms are described briefly in this section; see Ref. @17# for
more details.
Events are assigned a lepton tag if they contain an
identified lepton with momentum in the Y(4S) rest frame
greater than 1.0 or 1.1 GeV/c for electrons and muons, re-
spectively, thereby selecting mostly primary leptons from the
decay of the b quark. If the sum of charges of all identified
kaons is nonzero, the event is assigned a kaon tag. The final
three tagging categories are based on the output of a neural
network that uses as inputs the momentum and charge of the
track with the maximum center-of-mass momentum, the
number of tracks with significant impact parameters with
respect to the interaction point, and the outputs of three other
neural networks, trained to identify primary leptons, kaons,
and low momentum pions from D* decays. Depending on
the output of the main neural network, events are assigned to
an NT1 ~most certain!, NT2, or NT3 ~least certain! tagging
category. About 30% of events are in the NT3 category,
which has a mistag rate close to 50%. Therefore, these events072002are not sensitive to the mixing frequency, but they increase
the sensitivity to the B0 lifetime.
Tagging categories are mutually exclusive due to the hi-
erarchical use of the tags. Events with a lepton tag and no
conflicting kaon tag are assigned to the lepton category.
If no lepton tag exists, but the event has a kaon tag, it is
assigned to the kaon category. Otherwise events are as-
signed to corresponding neural network categories. The
mistag rates are free parameters in the final fit. The final
results are shown in Table III in Sec. X.
VII. FIT METHOD
We perform an unbinned fit simultaneously to events in
each of the 12 signal and control samples ~on or off reso-
nance, opposite-or same-side lepton, electron or muon or
fake lepton—indexed by s! that are further subdivided into
30 subsamples ~tagging category, D0 decay mode, with or
without DCH hits for the pion from the D* decay—indexed
by c!. We maximize the likelihood
L5)
s51
12
)
c51
30
)
k51
N~s ,c !
Ps ,c~dmk ,xW k ;hW !, ~6!
where k indexes the N(s ,c) events xW k in each of the 360
subsamples. The probability Ps ,c(dmk ,xW k ;hW ) of observing
an event (dmk ,xW k), where xW k5(Dt ,sDt ,g), is calculated as
a function of the parametershW 5~ f s ,ccomb ,pW s ,ccomb ,pW cpeak ,qW s ,ccomb , f s ,c ,1pkg , f s ,c ,2pkg , f s ,c ,3pkg , f B1,qW s ,c ,1pkg , q¯ s ,c ,2pkg ,qW s ,c ,3pkg ,qW csig ,qW cch! ~7!
as
Ps ,c~dmk ,xW k ;hW !5 f s ,ccombFcomb~dm;pW s ,ccomb!Gcomb~xW k ;qW s ,ccomb!1~12 f s ,ccomb!Fpeak~dm;pW cpeak!
3H (j51
3
f s ,c , jpkg Gjpkg~xW k ;qW s ,c , jpkg !1S 12(j51
3
f s ,c , jpkg D @~12 f B1!Gsig~xW k ;qW csig!1 f B1Gch~xW k ;qW cch!#J , ~8!where dm is the mass difference m(D*)2m(D0) defined
earlier. The symbol ‘‘comb’’ in the first term signifies
combinatorial-D* background. In the second term, the sym-
bol ‘‘pkg’’ denotes peaking background and j indexes the
three sources of peaking background ~continuum, fake lep-
ton, and uncorrelated lepton!. In the last term, the parameter
f B1 describes the charged-B fraction in the sample after all
other types of background are subtracted, and ‘‘sig’’ and
‘‘ch’’ label functions and parameters for the signal and
charged-B background, respectively. The charged-B fraction
is assumed to be identical for all categories. The index g is
11 ~21! for unmixed ~mixed! events. By allowing different
effective mistag rates for apparently mixed or unmixed
events in the background functions Gcomb and Gpkg, we ac-
commodate the different levels of background observed in
mixed and unmixed samples. Functions labeled with F de-scribe the probability of observing a particular value of dm
while functions labeled with G give probabilities for values
of Dt and sDt in category g. Parameters labeled with f de-
scribe the relative contributions of different types of events.
Parameters labeled with pW describe the shape of a dm distri-
bution, and those labeled with qW describe a (Dt ,sDt) shape.
The parameters labeled with pW and f have been determined
by a set of fits to m(D*)2m(D0) distributions described in
Sec. IV, and are kept fixed in the fit to (Dt ,sDt).
Note that we make explicit assumptions that the dm peak
shape, parametrized by pW c
peak
, and the signal and charged-B
background (Dt ,sDt) shapes, parametrized by qW csig and qW cch ,
depend only on the subsample index c and not on the control
sample index s. The first of these assumptions is supported
by data, and simplifies the analysis of peaking background
contributions. The second assumption reflects our expecta--10
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ground events does not depend on whether they are selected
in the signal sample or appear as a background in a control
sample.
The ultimate aim of the fit is to obtain the B0 lifetime and
mixing frequency, which by construction are common to all
sets of signal parameters qW c
sig
. Most of the statistical power
for determining these parameters comes from the signal
sample, although the fake and uncorrelated background con-
trol samples also contribute due to their signal content ~see
Table I!.
We bootstrap the full fit with a sequence of initial fits
using reduced likelihood functions restricted to a partial set
of samples, to determine the appropriate parameterization of
the signal resolution function and the background Dt models,
and to determine starting values for each parameter in the
full fit.
~1! We first find a model that describes the Dt distribution
for each type of event: signal, combinatorial-D* back-
ground, and the three types of backgrounds that peak in the
m(D*)2m(D0) distribution. To establish a model, we use
Monte Carlo samples that have been selected to correspond
to only one type of signal or background event based on the
true Monte Carlo information. These samples are used to
determine the Dt model and the categories of events ~e.g.,
tagging category, fake or real lepton! that can share each of
the parameters in the model. Any subset of parameters can be
shared among any subset of the 360 subsamples. We choose
parametrizations and sharing of parameters that minimizes
the number of different parameters while still providing an
adequate description of the Dt distributions.
~2! We then find the starting values for the background
parameters by fitting to each of the background-enhanced
control samples in data, using the model ~and sharing of
parameters! determined in the previous step. Since these
background control samples are not pure, we start with the
purest control sample @combinatorial-D* background events
from the m(D*)2m(D0) sideband# and move on to less
pure control samples, always using the models established
from earlier steps to describe the Dt distribution of the con-
tamination from other backgrounds.
The result of the above two steps is a Dt model for each
type of event and a set of starting values for all parameters in
the fit. When we do the final fit, we fit all signal and control
samples simultaneously ~approximately 68000 events!, leav-
ing all parameters in the G functions free in the fit, except for
a few parameters that either are highly correlated with other
parameters or reach their physical limits. The total number of
parameters that are free in the fit is 72. The physics param-
eters tB0 and Dmd were kept hidden until all analysis details
and the systematic errors were finalized, to minimize experi-
menter’s bias. However, statistical errors on the parameters
and changes in the physics parameters due to changes in the
analysis were not hidden.
VIII. SIGNAL Dt MODEL
For signal events in a given tagging category c, the prob-
ability density function for Dt consists of a model of the072002intrinsic time dependence convolved with a Dt resolution
function:
Gsig~Dt ,sDt ,g;qW csig!
5H 14tB0 e2uDt trueu/rB0@11g~122vc!cos~DmdDt true!#J
^ R~dDt ,sDt ;qW csig!, ~9!
where R is a resolution function, which can be different for
different event categories, g is 11 ~21! for unmixed ~mixed!
events, dDt is the residual Dt2Dt true , and vc is the mistag
fraction for category c. To account for an observed correla-
tion between the mistag rate and sDt in the kaon category
~described in Sec. VIII A!, we allow the mistag rate in the
kaon category to vary as a linear function of sDt :
vkaon5akaonsDt1vkaon
offset
, ~10!
and allow both the slope akaon and the offset vkaon
offset to be free
parameters. In addition, we allow the mistag fractions for B0
tags and B¯ 0 tags to be different. We define Dv5vB02vB¯ 0
and v5(vB01vB¯ 0)/2, so that
vB0/B¯ 05v6
1
2 Dv . ~11!
The model for the intrinsic time dependence has 13 param-
eters: vc and Dvc for each of the five tagging categories,
akaon , Dmd and tB0.
For the Dt resolution model, we use the sum of a single
Gaussian distribution and the same Gaussian convolved with
a one-sided exponential to describe the core part of the reso-
lution function, plus a single Gaussian distribution to de-
scribe the contribution of ‘‘outliers’’—events in which the
reconstruction error dDt is not described by the calculated
uncertainty sDt :
RGExp1G~dDt ,sDt ;s ,k , f ,bout,sout, f out!
5 f G~dDt;0,ssDt!1~12 f 2 f out!G~u2dDt;0,ssDt!
^ E~u;ksDt!1 f outG~dDt;bout,sout!, ~12!
where u is an integration variable in the convolution G ^ E .
The functions G and E are defined by
G~x;x0 ,s![
1
A2ps
exp@2~x2x0!2/~2s!2# ~13!
and
E~x;a ![H 1a exp~x/a ! if x<0,
0 if x.0.
~14!
The exponential component is used to accommodate a bias
due to tracks from charm decays on the B tag side.-11
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scribed by the calculated error on each event, the last Gauss-
ian term in Eq. ~12! does not depend on sDt . However, in
the terms that describe the core of the resolution function
@the first two terms on the right-hand side of Eq. ~12!#, the
Gaussian width s and the constant k in the exponential are
scaled by sDt . The scale factor s is introduced to accommo-
date an overall underestimate (s.1) or overestimate (s
,1) of the errors for all events. The constant k is introduced
to account for residual charm decay products included in the
B tag vertex; k is scaled by sDt to account for a correlation
observed in Monte Carlo simulation between the mean of the
dDt distribution and the measurement error sDt .
The correlation between dDt and sDt is due to the fact
that, in B decays, the vertex error ellipse for the D decay
products is oriented with its major axis along the D flight
direction, leading to a correlation between the D flight direc-
tion and the calculated uncertainty on the vertex position in z
for the B tag candidate. In addition, the flight length of the D
in the z direction is correlated with its flight direction. There-
fore, the bias in the measured B tag position due to including
D decay products is correlated with the D flight direction.
Taking into account these two correlations, we conclude that
D mesons that have a flight direction perpendicular to the z
axis in the laboratory frame will have the best z resolution
and will introduce the least bias in a measurement of the z
position of the B tag vertex, while D mesons that travel for-
ward in the laboratory will have poorer z resolution and will
introduce a larger bias in the measurement of the B tag vertex.
The mean and rms spread of Dt residual distributions in
Monte Carlo simulation vary significantly among tagging
categories. We find that we can account for these differences
by allowing the fraction of core Gaussian, f, to be different
for each tagging category. In addition, we find that the cor-
relations among the three parameters describing the outlier
Gaussian (bout,sout, f out) are large and that the outlier param-
eters are highly correlated with other resolution parameters.
Therefore, we fix the outlier bias bout and width sout, and
vary them over a wide range to evaluate the systematic un-
certainty on the physics parameters due to fixing these pa-
rameters ~see Sec. XII!. The signal resolution model then has
eight free parameters: s, k, f out, and five fractions f c ~one for
each tagging category c!.
As a cross-check, we use a resolution function that is the
sum of a narrow and a wide Gaussian distribution, and a
third Gaussian to describe outliers:
RG1G1G~dDt ,sDt ;b ,s , f ,bw,sw,bout,sout, f out!
5 f G~dDt;bsDt ,ssDt!1~12 f 2 f out!
3G~dDt;bwsDt ,swsDt!1 f outG~dDt;bout,sout!.
~15!
This resolution function has two more parameters than
RGExp1G . It accommodates a bias due to tracks from charm
decays on the B tag side by allowing the means of the Gauss-
ian distributions to be nonzero.072002A. Vertex-tagging correlations
A correlation dvc /dsDt’0.12 ps21 is observed between
the mistag rate and the Dt resolution for kaon tags. This
effect is modeled in the resolution function for signal as a
linear dependence of the mistag rate on sDt , as shown in Eq.
~10!. In this section, we describe the source of this correla-
tion.
We find that both the mistag rate for kaon tags and the
calculated error on Dt depend inversely on ASpt2, where pt
is the transverse momentum with respect to the z axis of
tracks from the B tag decay. Correcting for this dependence of
the mistag rate removes most of the correlation between the
mistag rate and sDt . The mistag rate dependence originates
from the kinematics of the physics sources for wrong-charge
kaons. The three major sources of mistagged events in the
kaon category are wrong-sign D0 mesons from B decays to
double charm (b→cc¯s), wrong-sign kaons from D1 decays,
and kaons produced directly in B decays. All these sources
produce a spectrum of tracks that have smaller ASpt2 than B
decays that produce a correct tag. The sDt dependence origi-
nates from the 1/pt
2 dependence of sz for the individual con-
tributing tracks.
IX. Dt MODELS FOR BACKGROUNDS
Although the true Dt and resolution on Dt are not well
defined for background events, we still describe the total Dt
model as a ‘‘physics model’’ convolved with a ‘‘resolution
function’’ since an exponential or oscillatory behavior is pre-
served in some backgrounds.
The background Dt physics models we use in this analy-
sis are all a linear combination of one or more of the follow-
ing terms, corresponding to prompt, exponential decay, and
oscillatory distributions:
Gphysprmt~Dt true ,g !5
1
2 d~Dt true!@11g~12v
prmt!# , ~16!
Gphyslife ~Dt true ,g !5
1
4tbg exp~2uDt trueu/t
bg!@11g~12v life!# ,
~17!
Gphysosc ~Dt true ,g !5
1
4tbg exp~2uDt trueu/t
bg!
3@11g~12vosc!cos~DmbgDt true!# ,
~18!
where d(Dt) is a d function, g511 for unmixed and 21 for
mixed events, and tbg and Dmbg are the effective lifetime
and mixing frequency for the particular background.
For backgrounds, we use a resolution function that is the
sum of a narrow and a wide Gaussian distribution:
RG1G~dDt ,sDt ;b ,s , f ,bw,sw!
5 f G~dDt;bsDt ,ssDt!1~12 f !G~dDt;bwsDt ,swsDt!.
~19!-12
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Events in which the D*2 candidate corresponds to a ran-
dom combination of tracks ~called the combinatorial-D*
background! constitute the largest background in the signal
sample. We use two sets of events to determine the appropri-
ate parameterization of the Dt model for the combinatorial-
D* background: events in data that are in the upper
m(D*)2m(D0) sideband ~above the peak due to real D*2
decays!; and events in Monte Carlo simulation that are iden-
tified as combinatorial-D* background, based on the true
information for the event, in both the m(D*)2m(D0) side-
band and peak regions. The data and Monte Carlo Dt distri-
butions are described well by a prompt plus oscillatory term
convolved with a double-Gaussian resolution function:
Gcomb5@ f oscGphysosc ~Dt true ,g;tcomb,Dmcomb,vosc!
1~12 f osc!Gphysprmt~Dt true ,g;vprmt!# ^ RG1G .
~20!
Approximately 60% of combinatorial-D* background
events are from B0B¯ 0 events according to Monte Carlo simu-
lation. Although the D*2 is not correctly reconstructed, the
identified lepton is very likely to be a primary lepton. The
tagging algorithm can still identify the flavor of B tag with a
reasonable mistag probability, especially for the lepton
category, and for the kaon category if the tracks swapped
between the D*2,1 candidate and B tag are pions. Therefore,
the combinatorial-D* background also exhibits oscillatory
behavior.
The parameters vprmt, Dmcomb, tcomb, f, bw, and sw are
shared among all subsamples. The parameters vosc, f osc, b,
and s are allowed to be different depending on criteria such
as tagging category, whether the data were recorded on or off
resonance, whether the candidate lepton passes real- or fake-
lepton criteria, and whether the event passes the criteria for
same-side or opposite-side D*2 and ,. The total number of
free parameters in the combinatorial-D* background Dt
model is 24.
The relative fraction of B0B¯ 0 and B1B2 events in the
combinatorial-D* background depends slightly on m(D*)
2m(D0). However, no significant dependence of the param-
eters of the Dt model on m(D*)2m(D0) is observed in data
or Monte Carlo simulation. The sample of events in the
m(D*)2m(D0) sideband is used to determine the starting
values for the parameters in the final full fit to all data
samples.
To reduce the total number of free parameters in the fit,
parameters that describe the shape of the wide Gaussian ~bias
and width! are shared between combinatorial-D* back-
ground and the three types of peaking background: con-
tinuum, fake lepton, and uncorrelated lepton. The wide
Gaussian fraction is allowed to be different for each type of
background.
B. Continuum peaking background
All cc¯ events that have a correctly reconstructed D*2 are
defined as continuum peaking background, independent of072002whether the associated lepton candidate is a real lepton or a
fake lepton. The cc¯ Monte Carlo sample and off-resonance
data are used to identify the appropriate Dt model and shar-
ing of parameters among subsamples. The combinatorial-D*
background Dt model and parameters described in the pre-
vious section are used to model the combinatorial-D* back-
ground contribution in the off-resonance Dt distribution in
data.
The decay vertex of a real D*2 from continuum cc¯ pro-
duction always coincides with the primary vertex. If the lep-
ton candidate also originates from the primary vertex, we can
use a prompt physics model convolved with a resolution
function that can accommodate a bias due to tracks from
charm decays other than the D*2 candidate. If the lepton
candidate is from a charm decay, the measured vertices of
the D*2,1 candidate and the remaining tracks are both
likely to be between the primary vertex and the charm ver-
tex; hence the measured Dz is likely to be very small. Both
types of events can be modeled with a prompt model con-
volved with a double-Gaussian resolution function:
Gcont5Gphysprmt~Dt true ,g;vprmt! ^ RG1G . ~21!
Dependence on the flavor tagging information is included to
accommodate any differences in the amount of background
events classified as mixed and unmixed.
By fitting to the data and Monte Carlo control samples
with different sharing of parameters across subsets of the
data, we find that the apparent ‘‘mistag fraction’’ for events
in the kaon category is significantly different from the
mistag fraction for other tagging categories. We also find that
the core Gaussian bias is significantly different for opposite-
side and same-side events. We introduce separate parameters
to accommodate these effects.
The total number of parameters used to describe the Dt
distribution of continuum peaking background is six. The
off-resonance control samples in data are used to determine
starting values for the final full fit to all data samples.
C. Fake-lepton peaking background
To determine the Dt model and sharing of parameters for
the fake-lepton peaking backgrounds, we use B0B¯ 0 and
B1B2 Monte Carlo events in which the D*2 is correctly
reconstructed but the lepton candidate is misidentified. In
addition, we use the fake-lepton control sample in data. The
combinatorial-D* and continuum peaking background Dt
models and parameters described in the previous two sec-
tions are used to model their contribution to the fake-lepton
Dt distribution in data. For this study, the contribution of
signal is described by the signal parameters found for signal
events in the Monte Carlo simulation.
Since the fake-lepton peaking background is due to B de-
cays in which the fake lepton and the D*2 candidate can
originate from the same B or different B mesons, and the
charge of the fake lepton can carry correct flavor information
of the reconstructed B candidate, we include both prompt
and oscillatory terms in the Dt model:-13
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1~12 f osc!Gphysprmt~Dt true ,g;vprmt!# ^ RG1G . ~22!
We find that the apparent mistag rates for both the prompt
and mixing terms, and the bias of the core Gaussian of the
resolution function, are different between some tagging cat-
egories. The total number of parameters used to describe the
fake-lepton background is 14. The fake-lepton control
samples in data are used to determine starting values for the
final full fit to all data samples.
D. Uncorrelated-lepton peaking background
To determine the Dt model and sharing of parameters for
the uncorrelated-lepton peaking backgrounds, we use B0B¯ 0
and B1B2 Monte Carlo events in which the D*2 is cor-
rectly reconstructed but the lepton candidate is from the
other B in the event or from a secondary decay of the same
B. In addition, we use the same-side control sample in data,
which is only about 30% uncorrelated-lepton background in
the m(D*)2m(D0) peak region due to significant contribu-
tions from combinatorial-D* background and signal. The
combinatorial-D* and peaking background Dt models and
parameters described in the previous two sections are used to
model their contribution to the same-side Dt distribution in
data. For this initial fit, the contribution of signal is described
by the signal parameters found for signal events in the Monte
Carlo simulation.
Physics and vertex reconstruction considerations suggest
several features of the Dt distribution for the uncorrelated-
lepton sample. First, we expect the reconstructed Dt to be
systematically smaller than the true Dt value since using a
lepton and a D*2 from different B decays will generally
reduce the separation between the reconstructed BD*, and
B tag vertices. We also expect that events with small true Dt
will have a higher probability of being misreconstructed as
an uncorrelated lepton candidate because it is more likely
that the fit of the D*2 and , to a common vertex will con-
verge for these events. Finally, we expect truly mixed events
to have a higher fraction of uncorrelated-lepton events be-
cause in mixed events the charge of the D* is opposite that
of primary leptons on the tagging side. These expectations
are confirmed in the Monte Carlo simulation.
We do not expect the uncorrelated-lepton background to
exhibit any mixing behavior and none is observed in the data
or Monte Carlo control samples. We describe the Dt distri-
bution with the sum of a lifetime term and a prompt term,
convolved with a double-Gaussian resolution function:
Guncor5@ f lifeGphyslife ~Dt true ,g;tuncor,v life!
1~12 f life!Gphysprmt~Dt true ,g;vprmt!# ^ RG1G .
~23!
The effective mistag rates vprmt and v life accommodate dif-
ferent fractions of uncorrelated-lepton backgrounds in events
classified as mixed and unmixed. We find that the apparent
mistag rate for the lifetime term is different between some072002tagging categories. All other parameters are consistent
among the different subsamples. The total number of param-
eters used to describe the uncorrelated-lepton background is
six. The uncorrelated-lepton control samples in data are used
to determine starting values for the final full fit to all data
samples.
E. Charged B peaking background
The charged-B peaking background is due to decays of
the type B6→D*,n,X . Since charged B’s do not exhibit
mixing behavior, we use the Dt and tagging information to
discriminate charged-B peaking background events from
neutral-B signal events, in the simultaneous fit to all samples.
We use the same resolution model and parameters as for the
neutral-B signal since the Dt resolution is dominated by the
z tag resolution and the B decay dynamics are very similar.
The simulation does not show any significant difference be-
tween the signal and the charged-B background Dt residual
distributions. The charged B background contribution is de-
scribed by
Gch5 14tB1 e
2uDt trueu/tB1@11g~122vB1
c
!#
^ R~dDt ,sDt ;qW c!, ~24!
where vB1
c is the mistag fraction for charged B mesons for
tagging category c.
Given that the ratio of the charged B to neutral B lifetime
is close to 1 and the fraction of charged B mesons in the
peaking sample is small, we do not have sufficient sensitivity
to distinguish the lifetimes in the fit. We parameterize the
physics model for the B1 in terms of the lifetime ratio
tB1 /tB0, and fix this ratio to the Review of Particle Proper-
ties 2002 world average of 1.083 @8#. We vary the ratio by
the error on the world average ~60.017! to estimate the cor-
responding systematic uncertainties on tB0 and Dmd ~see
Sec. XII!.
In each tagging category, the fit is sensitive to only two
parameters among vB1, the neutral B mistag fraction (vB0)
and the charged B fraction ( f B1). Therefore we fix the ratio
of mistag rates, vB1 /vB0, to the value of the ratio measured
with fully reconstructed charged and neutral hadronic B de-
cays in data, for each tagging category.
X. FIT RESULTS
The total number of free parameters in the final fit is 72:
21 in the signal model, one for the charged B fraction, 24 in
the combinatorial-D* background model, and 26 in peaking
background models. The fitted signal Dt model parameters
are shown in Table III.
The statistical correlation coefficient between tB0 and
Dmd is r(Dmd ,tB0)520.22. The global correlation coeffi-
cients ~the largest correlation between a variable and every
possible linear combination of other variables! for tB0 and
Dmd , and some of the correlation coefficients between tB0
or Dmd and other parameters, are shown in Table IV.
Figure 3 shows the Dt distributions for unmixed and-14
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event being a signal is higher than a threshold chosen so that
the sample is 80% pure in signal events. The points corre-
spond to data. The curves correspond to the sum of the pro-
jections of the appropriate relative amounts of signal and
background Dt models for this 80%-pure signal sample. Fig-
ure 4 shows the time-dependent asymmetry
A~Dt !5
Nunmixed~Dt !2Nmixed~Dt !
Nunmixed~Dt !1Nmixed~Dt !
. ~25!
The unit amplitude for the cosine dependence of A is diluted
by the mistag probabilities, the experimental Dt resolution,
and backgrounds.
TABLE III. Results of full fit to data—signal model and reso-
lution function parameters. A correction, described in Sec. XI A, has
been applied to tB0 and Dmd . The uncertainties are statistical only.
Parameter Value Parameter Value
Dmd ~ps21! 0.49260.018 DvNT2 20.11260.028
tB0 ~ps! 1.52320.02310.024 DvNT3 20.02360.019
f B1 0.08260.029 s 1.20160.063
v lepton 0.07160.015 k 0.8660.17
vkaon
offset 0.00260.024 f lepton 0.7260.10
akaon ~ps21! 0.22960.036 f kaon 0.60960.088
vNT1 0.21260.020 f NT1 0.6960.13
vNT2 0.38460.018 f NT2 0.7060.10
vNT3 0.45660.012 f NT3 0.72360.078
Dv lepton 20.00160.022 f out 0.002760.0017
Dvkaon 20.02460.015 bout ~ps! 25.000 ~fixed!
DvNT1 20.09860.032 sout ~ps! 6.000 ~fixed!072002Figure 5 shows the Dt distributions for unmixed and
mixed events, and the asymmetry A(Dt) for data samples in
which events are selected based on the background prob-
abilities such that the sample contains 99.5%-pure combina-
torial background events ~left plots!, or 60%-pure fake-
lepton background events ~right plots!. The observed
oscillatory behaviors are expected as explained in Sec. IX.
Since many parameters in the model are free, it is inter-
esting to see how the errors on tB0 and Dmd , and their
correlation, change when different parameters are free in the
fit, or fixed to their best value from the full fit. We perform a
series of fits, fixing all parameters at the values obtained
from the default fit, except ~a! Dmd and tB0, ~b! Dmd , tB0,
and all mistag fractions in the signal model, ~c! Dmd , tB0,
and f B1, ~d! Dmd , tB0, f B1, and all mistag fractions in the
signal model, ~e! all parameters in the signal Dt model. The
one-sigma error ellipses for these fits and for the default fit
are shown in Fig. 6.
We can see that the error on tB0 changes very little until
we float the signal resolution function. Floating the back-
ground parameters adds a very small contribution to the er-
TABLE IV. Global correlation coefficients for Dmd and tB0
from the full fit to data and other correlation coefficients for pairs of
key parameters in the fit.
Dmd global correlation 0.74
tB0 global correlation 0.69
r(Dmd ,tB0) 20.22
r(Dmd , f B1) 0.58
r(tB0,ssig) 20.49
r(tB0, f sigout) 20.26FIG. 3. The Dt distribution on
linear ~a!, ~b! and logarithmic ~c!,
~d! scale for ~a!, ~c! unmixed and
~b!, ~d! mixed events in an 80%-
pure signal sample, and the pro-
jection of the fit results. Each
event in this sample has a prob-
ability of being a signal higher
than a threshold chosen so that the
sample is 80% pure in signal
events. The shaded area shows the
background contribution to the
distributions.-15
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fractions to the tB0 error is negligible. On the other hand, the
charged B fraction changes the error on Dmd the most. The
contributions from floating the mistag fractions, resolution
functions, and background Dt models are relatively small.
We also check the statistical errors on data by measuring
the increase in negative log likelihood in data in the two-
dimensional (tB0,Dmd) space in the vicinity of the minimum
of the negative log likelihood. We find that the positive error
on tB0 is about 6% larger than that determined by the fitting
program, whereas the other errors are the same as those de-
termined by the fit. To take this into account, we increase the
positive statistical error on tB0 by 6%.
FIG. 4. The asymmetry plot for mixed and unmixed events in an
80%-pure signal sample and the projection of the fit results. Errors
on the data points are computed by considering the binomial prob-
abilities for observing different numbers of mixed and unmixed
events while preserving the total number.072002XI. VALIDATION AND CROSS-CHECKS
In Sec. XI A, we describe several tests of the fitting pro-
cedure that were performed with both fast parameterized
Monte Carlo simulations and full detector simulations. In
Sec. XI B, we give the results of performing cross-checks on
data, including fitting to different subsamples of the data and
fitting with variations to the standard fit.
A. Tests of fitting procedure with Monte Carlo simulations
A test of the fitting procedure is performed with fast pa-
rameterized Monte Carlo simulations, where 87 experiments
are generated with signal and background control sample
sizes and compositions corresponding to that obtained from
the full likelihood fit to data. The mistag rates and Dt distri-
butions are generated according to the model used in the
likelihood fit. The full fit is then performed on each of these
experiments. We find no statistically significant bias in the
average values of tB0 and Dmd for the 87 fits. The rms
spread in the distribution of results is consistent with the
mean statistical error from the fits and the statistical error on
the results in data, for both tB0 and Dmd . We find that 20%
of the fits result in a value of the negative log likelihood that
is smaller ~better! than that found in data.
We also fit two types of Monte Carlo samples that include
full detector simulation: pure signal and signal plus back-
ground. To check whether the selection criteria introduce any
bias in the lifetime or mixing frequency, we fit the signal
physics model to the true lifetime distribution, using true
tagging information, for a large sample of signal Monte
Carlo events that pass all selection criteria. We also fit theFIG. 5. The Dt distributions
for ~a!, ~d! unmixed and ~b!, ~e!
mixed events, and ~c!, ~f! the
asymmetry plot in a 99.5%-pure
combinatorial-D* sample ~a!, ~b!
and ~c! and in a 60%-pure
D*2-fake-lepton event sample
~d!, ~e!, and ~f!. Events are se-
lected based on the background
probabilities, such that the sample
contains 99.5%-pure
combinatorial-D* events, or 60%-
pure D*2-fake-lepton back-
ground events. The projection of
the fit results is overlaid on top of
the data points. Errors on the data
points in the asymmetry plots are
computed by considering the bi-
nomial probabilities for observing
different numbers of mixed and
unmixed events while preserving
the total number.-16
SIMULTANEOUS MEASUREMENT OF THE B0 MESON . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 67, 072002 ~2003!measured Dt distribution, using measured tagging informa-
tion, with the complete signal Dt model described in Sec.
VIII. We find no statistically significant bias in the values of
tB0 or Dmd extracted in these fits.
The B0B¯ 0, B1B2, and cc¯ Monte Carlo samples that pro-
vide simulated background events along with signal events
are much smaller than the pure signal Monte Carlo samples.
In addition, they are not much larger than the data samples.
In order to increase the statistical sensitivity to any bias in-
troduced when the background samples are added to the fit,
we compare the values of tB0 and Dmd from the fit to signal
plus background events, and pure signal events from the
same sample. We find that when background is added, the
value of tB0 increases by (0.02260.009) ps and the value of
Dmd increases by (0.02060.005) ps21, where the error is
the difference in quadrature between the statistical errors
from the fit with and without background. We correct our
final results in data for these biases, which are each roughly
the same size as the statistical error on the results in data. We
conservatively apply a systematic uncertainty on this bias
equal to the full statistical error on the measured result in
Monte Carlo simulation with background: 60.018 ps for tB0
and 60.012 ps21 for Dmd .
B. Cross-checks in data
We perform the full maximum-likelihood fit on different
subsets of the data and find no statistically significant differ-
ence in the results for different subsets. The fit is performed
on datasets divided according to tagging category, b-quark
flavor of the B0→D*2,1n, candidate, b-quark flavor of the
tagging B, and D0 decay mode. We also vary the range of Dt
over which we perform the fit ~maximum value of uDtu equal
to 10, 14, and 18 ps!, and decrease the maximum allowed
FIG. 6. Comparison of one-sigma error ellipses in the Dmd
2tB0 plane for fits in which different sets of parameters are free.
From the innermost to the outermost ellipse, the floating parameters
are (Dmd ,tB0), (Dmd , tB0, mistag fractions!, (Dmd ,tB0, f B1),
(Dmd , tB0, f B1, mistag fractions!, all signal Dt parameters, and
the default fit ~72 floating parameters!.072002value of sDt from 1.8 ps to 1.4 ps. Again, we do not find
statistically significant changes in the values of tB0 or Dmd .
XII. SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES
We estimate systematic uncertainties on the parameters
tB0 and Dmd with studies performed on both data and Monte
Carlo samples, and obtain the results summarized in Table V.
The largest source of systematic uncertainty on both pa-
rameters is the limited statistical precision for determining
the bias due to the fit procedure ~in particular, the back-
ground modeling! with Monte Carlo events. We assign the
statistical errors of a full fit to Monte Carlo samples includ-
ing background to estimate this systematic uncertainty. See.
Sec. XI A for more details.
The calculation of the decay-time difference Dt for each
event assumes a nominal detector z scale, PEP-II boost, ver-
tical beam-spot position, and SVT internal alignment. The
PEP-II boost has an uncertainty of 0.1% @6# based on our
knowledge of the beam energies. The z-scale uncertainty is
determined by reconstructing protons scattered from the
beam pipe and comparing the measured beam pipe dimen-
sions with the optical survey data. The z-scale uncertainty is
less than 0.4%. We shift the vertical beam-spot position by
up to 80 mm, or vary the position randomly with a Gaussian
distribution with a width of up to 80 mm, and assign the
variation in the fitted parameters as a systematic uncertainty.
The systematic uncertainty due to residual errors in SVT
internal alignment is estimated by reprocessing the simulated
sample with different internal alignment errors. We assign
the shift of the fitted parameters as a systematic uncertainty.
The modeling of the m(D*)2m(D0) distribution deter-
mines the probability we assign for each event to be due to
signal. We estimate the uncertainty due to the signal prob-
ability calculations by repeating the full fit using an en-
semble of different signal and background parameters for the
m(D*)2m(D0) distributions, varied randomly according to
the measured statistical uncertainties and correlations be-
tween the parameters. We assign the spread in each of the
resulting fitted physics parameters as the systematic uncer-
tainty.
TABLE V. Summary of systematic uncertainties on the two
physics parameters, tB0 and Dmd .
Source d(Dmd) ~ps21! d(tB0) ~ps!
Selection and fit bias 0.0123 0.0178
z scale 0.0020 0.0060
PEP-II boost 0.0005 0.0015
Beam spot position 0.0010 0.0050
SVT alignment 0.0030 0.0056
Background/signal probability 0.0029 0.0032
Background Dt models 0.0012 0.0063
Fixed B1/B0 lifetime ratio 0.0003 0.0019
Fixed B1/B0 mistag ratio 0.0001 0.0003
Fixed signal outlier shape 0.0010 0.0054
Signal resolution model 0.0009 0.0034
Total systematic error 0.013 0.022-17
AUBERT et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 67, 072002 ~2003!The modeling of the background Dt distribution affects
the expected background contributions to the sample. The
systematic uncertainty due to the assumed background Dt
distributions is estimated as the shift in the fitted parameters
when the model for the largest background ~due to
combinatorial-D* events! is replaced by the sum of a prompt
term and a lifetime term.
The model of the charged B background assumes fixed
B1/B0 ratios for the mistag rates and lifetimes. We vary the
mistag ratio by the uncertainty determined from separate fits
to hadronic B decays. We vary the lifetime ratio by the sta-
tistical uncertainty on the world average @8#. The resulting
change in the fitted physics parameters is assigned as a sys-
tematic uncertainty.
The final category of systematic uncertainties is due to
assumptions about the resolution model for signal events. We
largely avoid assumptions by floating many parameters to
describe the resolution simultaneously with the parameters of
interest. However, two sources of systematic uncertainty re-
main: the shape of the outlier contribution, which cannot be
determined from data alone, and the assumed parameteriza-
tion of the resolution for nonoutlier events. We study the
sensitivity to the outlier shape by repeating the full fit with
outlier Gaussian functions of different means and widths.
The mean is varied between 21 ps and 210 ps, and the
width is varied from 4 ps to 12 ps. We assign the spread of
the resulting fitted values as a systematic uncertainty. We
estimate the uncertainty due to the assumed resolution pa-
rameterization by repeating the full fit with a triple-Gaussian
resolution model and assigning the shift in the fitted values
as the uncertainty.
The total systematic uncertainty on tB0 is 0.022 ps and on
Dmd is 0.013 ps21.
XIII. SUMMARY
We use a sample of approximately 14000 exclusively re-
constructed B0→D*2,1n, signal events to simultaneously
measure the B0 lifetime tB0 and oscillation frequency Dmd .
We also use samples of events enhanced in the major types
of backgrounds. The lifetime and oscillation frequency are
determined with an unbinned maximum-likelihood fit that
uses, for each event, the measured difference in decay times
of the two B mesons and its uncertainty, the signal and back-
ground probabilities, and b-quark tagging information for the
other B. In addition to the lifetime and oscillation frequency,
we extract the parameters describing the signal Dt resolution
function, the background Dt models, the mistag fractions,
and the B1 background fraction, in the simultaneous fit to
signal and background samples. The results for the physics
parameters are
tB05~1.52320.02310.02460.022! ps
and072002Dmd5~0.49260.01860.013! ps21.
The statistical correlation coefficient between tB0 and Dmd
is 20.22.
Both the lifetime and mixing frequency have combined
statistical and systematic uncertainties that are comparable to
those of the most precise previously published experimental
measurements @8#. The results are consistent with the world
average measurements of tB05(1.54260.016) ps and Dmd
5(0.48960.008) ps21 @8#.
This analysis demonstrates the feasibility of measuring
the B0 lifetime and mixing frequency simultaneously at B
factory experiments, realizing the advantages of better deter-
minations of the Dt resolution function and the amount of
B1 background. All background fractions, Dt resolution pa-
rameters for signal and background, and mistag fractions are
determined from the data. The lifetime is most correlated
with the Dt resolution parameters for signal, while the mix-
ing frequency is most correlated with the B1 background
fraction. The largest systematic uncertainty on both param-
eters is the limited statistical precision for determining any
bias due to the fit procedure ~in particular, the background
modeling! with Monte Carlo simulation.
Both the statistical and systematic uncertainties on these
parameters can be reduced with the larger data and Monte
Carlo simulation samples already available at the B factories.
Other physics parameters, such as the difference in decay
rates of the neutral B mass eigenstates, can also be included
in a simultaneous fit in future data samples.
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